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A FEW THINGS WE ACHIEVED IN
THE LAST TWO YEARS AT THE CLUB
When I was asked to write about what had been achieved in

Geoff Wood has pioneered this new approach which has enabled

the past two years, I first of all started to draw up a list of what

owners to keep abreast of events without them becoming stale

we have done. Then I started to think about whether these

news. At the beginning of the Noughties I spent time with the

achievements had real importance. The thinking process then

circulation department of a major newspaper group, and their fear

went further and I asked myself ‘what was the most significant?’

then was falling circulation as internet use matured. Now the vast

It will come as a surprise to most people that my choice was the
introduction of formal sector reports to the Presidents Meetings
with a commitment to get these to the Presidents at least 48 hours
before the meeting. In previous years the only requirement had
been a verbal report at the meeting, and the too often minuted
statement of ‘Nothing to report.’ I was determined to ensure that

majority of people are internet savvy and whereas printing costs
used to rely on being met by advertising, that requirement now falls
away. Also, Geoff has worked with a team including Dennis
French, Bernard Cahill and Pascual Sanchez to tackle the
directional signage around the resort. The project is just getting
underway but it will enhance the presentation of the resort.

portfolio holders have a duty to the Presidents to keep them

The health team have been active. They did sadly have to oversee

properly informed on what is happening. Bridgette Field, the

a change of doctors when Dr Ramon had to retire through ill-health

Secretary, has been a tower of strength in ensuring that these

but his replacement, Dr Spencer, has been well received.

reports are produced.

Because there are two doctors on the health team we always

That, of course, was invisible but what have we done that owners

receive the soundest advice when it comes to decision making.

might have noticed? Well, we started with Las Sabinas Car Park.

We have had two fireworks parties, not without heart-stopping

When one drives into it today it is easy to forget the eyesore that it

incident and both organised expertly by David Williams.

was in the heart of La Manga Club. There were broken walls,

However problems with licences and postponement through

untended garden areas, lack of painting, damaged lamps. Now it is

forecast bad weather were not enough to spoil the enjoyment

in excellent shape and sets a standard for the whole of the resort.

for all. Hopefully the fireworks party is now established as

In line with that thinking we have pressed on with the gardening

an annual event. In the same vein we introduced Christmas

projects which have been undertaken to improve the appearance of

lights in 2015 as a way to give something back to owners.

the resort. It would have been nice to say that these have been

Again this was something we did that was well received.

completed but the use of last years potential financial surplus has
enabled the completion of the South side projects thus freeing up

It is all very well driving initiatives that have a very public face but

this years money for real efforts on the North side.

sometimes it is the work in the background that will have the most
impact. The last Presidents meeting was reminded by Andrew

Security accounts for 50% of the General Community’s
expenditure and Ian Hunt, Pascual Sanchez and I realised
that we needed to do a complete review including a tender
process to determine whether we were getting our money’s
worth. Eulen were not found wanting but Grupo Segur offered
a better management package while retaining the existing
guards, auxiliaries and guard dogs. So the Presidents approved
the change which took place on January 1st 2016.

Fullerton-Batten of the huge amount of work that has gone into the
thorny issue of infrastructure. Obviously we all use our roads and
pavements but who owns them, Cartagena Town Hall or Inmogolf
SL? At the moment we are not even sure of that. We do know that
when it is sorted out, the General Community wants to be there at
the table ensuring that the standard reflects the status of the
resort. Finally, when we took over, the Owners Clubhouse was the
major issue of the day. At the last Presidents meeting it was never

In the communications area we introduced an internet magazine

mentioned other than as a couple of lines in the accounts. It has

which has been published every two months.

been an interesting two years! Robin Fish, President GC

Time to talk to the new

How far does your influence reach? For instance,
does it extend to the new Corvera airport?

Mayor of Cartagena

Unfortunately there are few politicians who have social
consciences. What I mean to say is, that when, from my
position as Mayor, I am able to mobilize the civil society
of Cartagena and put pressure on politicians in other
administrations, I’m sure I’ll be taken more seriously.

By Communications

The time has not yet come to put this to the test, but
again, time will tell, and I am willing to do it.
If this is a yes, will it ever open?
I believe the Corvera airport was a huge mistake by the
Valcárcel Government. There should have been a

We interviewed the new Mayor of Cartagena, José López.

Do you see La Manga Club as the number one

We asked him a series of questions which he was kind

resort in the area, and is there anything you’d do

restructuring plan. There wasn’t. It could have been offered

to improve it?

to some of the major airlines and become a hub for their

I see it as the most prestigious in the region, with great

going into cities close to Murcia, coming to Corvera instead.

enough to answer, some of those may well surprise you!

exclusive use. By doing this, we could have got flights

It did us!
What do you think about La Manga Club and its
owners? And do you see the Resort as being a big
contributor to the local economy?

infrastructure and facilities and without doubt, the best
geographical location!

Then we would have then created a railway connection
with Alicante International Airport.

La Manga Club is a bastion in the catering, hotel and

A way to make it even better would be to improve

It doesn’t make sense that every autonomous community

holiday industry in the region. It has placed us in the

communication, however this depends on administrations

has an airport, often separated from others by no more

international scene for many years thanks to the golf, the

at both regional and national level.

football clubs training centre and the other great sports.
The owners I feel, are people who are committed to their
surroundings, and those that reside here, know how to

than 100 km. This has been brought on by those same
seventeen communities, in my opinion, a total disaster.

The General Community have always believed in
collaborating with our local politicians. In order to
do this with you, what would you expect from us?

take care of the environment in which they live.

Well that was an eye opener wasn’t it! Many
thanks to José López, the new Mayor of Cartagena,
we certainly wish him luck, it really is like a breath

Indeed the resort plays a decisive role in the local

I hope you keep behaving like you do, in an outstandingly

of fresh air to have such a frank and meaningful

economy, because it brings tourism and quality people

exemplary manner.

discussion with a local politician. Many more!

that help us to position ourselves.
We know that you are a keen sportsman, do you

Do you think the recession in Spain has bottomed
out and is on the road to recovery?

share the same passions as our owners here at
La Manga Club?
I don’t play golf, but I do share their passion for the
landscape and surrounding areas such as the forests, the
mountains and the beaches.

I do not believe so, because the growth we are
experiencing is not assessed and analyzed across the
different sectors. Only those cities where public works
have been reactivated are we seeing growth. These tend
to be the big capital cities. Public investment is not in the

Many of us are happy with the works that have

towns, and they are missing out. What is truly generating

transformed Cartagena in the past few years, are you

employment, are the actions of entrepreneurs. This is

planning to continue with this transformation, or will

what’s making the economy move and creating jobs, as

you focus on other objectives in the municipality?

opposed to what the big corporations are doing. They are

We are planning to carry on with the transformation, but

filing for redundancies, and that will not pay for those

more aggressively because Cartagena has changed, but

retiring now nor cover them in future generations.

unfortunately at a very slow pace. We have to work
faster. This is achieved by bringing forward the interests

Our real estate experts believe that the

of the town and its citizens above anything else. This

property market is recovering, how do you see

that hasn’t happened before, as in the past personal

the local market?

interests were always put ahead of municipal ones.

Dorle Gehmacher
or Mrs Claus?

To many unfortunate people living in Cartagena, that’s
exactly what it must seem like!
On Christmas Eve 2015, the Buen Samaritano Charity were
able to give a Christmas present to nearly 200 children

I think that it’s on the path of recovery, because the low

living below the poverty line in Cartagena.

At the same time, we want Cartagena to become a great

prices in our market place make it very attractive to those

place. Our actions, when financially viable, shall spring

Footballs were particularly popular amongst the boys, and

coming from Europe and countries with a higher

from the three main streets in the centre, and will be

purchasing level. What we need for the market to really

the girls liked the dolls, puzzles and watches.
All of them received a bag of sweets and a fruit drink.

expanded to the rest of the town.

stabilize, is that politicians and others that interfered so

Have you ever been to La Manga Club? Have you

much in the construction industry, when they in fact were

They also supplied the ingredients for a Christmas Dinner

any plans to come and visit us in the future?

not qualified to, simply vanish from it.

for some 500 people.

Yes, I’ve been many times to the Club. Just as an

Only when that happens, and we are back in the hands of

anecdote, I will tell you that I bought my first car with

professionals will it improve.

fresh chicken to these families, each and every month.

(a group of musicians formed by students at university) in

Property development has always represented about 20%

Furthermore they receive this every fortnight, and for

the various venues (as well as other hotels in the area)

of the country’s GDP, and we firmly believe that it’s still a

many of them this is the only meat they will have.

and I’ve also been to a few weddings there. I am always

very important sector. Incompetence and interference is

We would like to thank all of our kind and generous

happy to go back to La Manga Club. In fact I often go, as

what caused the problems in the first place.

benefactors, and want to wish them a healthy and

a walker, just strolling around.

Hopefully that’s now behind us.

prosperous 2016. Happy New Year!

Due to the generosity of many of our owners here at

the money I earned there. I used to sing with ‘La Tuna’

La Manga Club, they are now able to provide €700 of

The Lawn Tennis Association serves

LMC another ace!
Lorenzo Martinez, Director of Tennis and Leisure

The LTA (Lawn Tennis Association) has reaffirmed its

the Aegon Series of British grass court events, including

commitment to providing the best training facilities for

the Aegon Championships, at The Queen’s Club.

We have an
International
U17 and U19’s
tournament

Britain’s top tennis players by announcing a three-year
extension to its long standing partnership with us.
As their official overseas training base, we offer elite
level, year-round facilities both on and off the court.

Taking place here at the Club in February! There are two
events, one is the Under 17’s and the other, the under 19’s.
Speaking at the National Tennis Centre in Roehampton,

The teams are from Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Czech

South West London on the new agreement, Brendan

Republic, Portugal and Poland. This will be the 8th year it

Dwyer, Commercial and Marketing Director at La Manga

has taken place.

Club said, ‘We have a long and proud relationship with
the LTA and are delighted to confirm the partnership for
another three years as the official overseas training base
We have 28 courts and regularly host training camps for

for elite training camps.’

Britain’s top players, including and most recently, Liam
Broady and Davis Cup team member Dan Evans.
Leon Smith, LTA head of men’s tennis and Aegon GB Davis
Cup captain, said, ‘La Manga Club is a world-class tennis
venue with excellent facilities that are so important for
the development of our players. The year-round access
to top-class clay courts. give us the opportunity
to train our best players in ideal conditions. Which are

In the world of professional football, it’s so rated that

a long way from the often dismal and grey skies of a

nearly 300 scouts have been booked into the hotel to view

typical British winter’

the talent on show!
The tournament will take place between the 6 and 16th of
Helped by some fantastic results, including last year’s

February at 1pm and 4pm every day.

memorable Davis Cup victory against Belgium, British

Admission is free, so why not come along with your friends

Tennis is enjoying a renaissance, and all of us here are

and family, and have some fun watching players that will

looking forward to supporting them in preparing their

one day be world beaters.

performance players programme, at our acclaimed tennis
centre and resort facilities.’

The winning 2015 Davis Cup captain added, ‘The training
environment at the Club is second to none. You have at
your disposal world-class courts and physio facilities.
The camps we run here give our junior players the best
chance of success when they head off on European and
International tours’.
The partnership, includes access for elite British player
training camps, as well as promotional opportunities at

If there was an award for awards, then we

would probably win it!

Honeyourgame
on our very own
pitch and putt!
Many people forget LMC has it’s very own short course,

Eduardo Ruiz, Director of Golf

where skilled players and beginners alike can brush up
on their short game and putting.
The greens here as good as on any of our Championships

Just kidding! Although we have had many memorable

La Manga Club is also the only resort in Spain to have

moments during our illustrious history, and we are now

three courses included in the top 40 of the updated Top

celebrating another remarkable first, being named

100 golf courses list, with our West, South and North

Spain’s best golf resort, for a fifth successive year!

course layouts among the leading climbers in the

A Mecca for golfers worldwide for more than four

standings, combining an impressive total rise of 53 places.

decades, La Manga Club was once again the over-

A ‘Top 100 Golf Courses’ spokesman said, ‘The Top 100

whelming first choice of readers of leading UK golf

team visited La Manga Club recently and we were very

magazine, Today’s Golfer in its annual travel awards.

impressed by what we experienced. We have since

courses and amongst the finest in Spain.

listened to a number of well-travelled golfers who told
us we had the resort’s three courses ranked too low in
the listings, so we took corrective action. This resulted
in each of the three courses improving their position’.
The newest course, the West, leaps 19 spots to number
17, whilst the South climbs ten. The shortest layout on
the property, the North, soars an incredible 24 places to
number 39, a sensational gain.
Further improvements to our facilities!

Learn from Lydia
A Leadbetter Academy tip!
How to hit your iron’s more consistently.
Lydia Ko is undoubtedly having a terrific run with some
outstanding performances in the past year, claiming a
Major championship and finishing number one in the
rankings of the LPGA.

The accolade is the second top honour that La Manga
Winning nearly $3million in the process

Club has received in as many months, after it was
named as ‘Spain’s Best Golf Hotel’ at the 2015

Much of her amazing success is down to her laser like

World Golf Awards. This is further recognition for the

precision with her approach shots, something she has

recent and significant investment we have made in

worked hard on with David Leadbetter.

our extensive golf and leisure facilities.

So what can we learn from Lydia?

José Asenjo, CEO of LMC SL said, ‘to be voted as the

More are planned over the coming months and include a

1. Keep the pressure on your left foot throughout the

best golfing venue in Spain for five years in a row is a

major re-vamp in Bar 37, which is the clubhouse bar and

downswing, all the way into the finish to ensure ball

phenomenal achievement and one that everyone at the

restaurant. We are redesigning the golf shop, installing

then grass contact

resort is immensely proud of.

new signage on the golf courses (as well as re-shaping

2. Allow your head to rotate into the finish as she is

Golf has played a major part in the success we have

them ) and bringing in a brand new fleet of buggies.

showing here – this will enable you to turn your shoul-

enjoyed over the years, which has helped establish us

ders and hips fully in the follow through.

among the world’s elite sports and leisure destinations.
It’s as popular now as it was when we opened, and
with a period of further investment planned, we’re
looking forward to the resort continuing to thrive and
prosper in the years ahead’.

Finally we will stage the La Manga Club PGAs of Europe
Pro-Am for the third successive year, as well as hosting
the 2016 Spanish National Youth Golf Championships
and popular 2016 Footballers’ Golf Classic in June.

Having led Communications for the last two years

HaveIanythingtoendon?

I really, really
hate slow Golf!
Of course I wish a round of golf would be faster and
that it would be easier to book a round at peak times,
but the new Director of Golf at the resort is working

By Geoff Wood, Communications

hard to achieve that! And much more.
There are many things the General Community can do,
and many that are in the hands of LMC SL. That’s why

Well, running communications has given me such a

This General Community work mainly on a voluntary

great knowledge of the club, the businesses, LMC SL

basis and are voted in by the community representatives

and many of the owners that live and visit here during

and Presidents, whenever an election takes place.

the course of the year. (Arum Group, formerly Medgroup

The current President, Robin Fish will stand down in

own LMC SL)

February 2016. Shortly after, a new President will take

Together with my team, I have gained a real insight into

over. There should always be a healthy balance between

what makes our resort tick.

what LMC SL require and what property owners are

During this time I have been asked many questions,

happy with, I think this has been more than achieved

so I would like to answer some of those now.

over the last few years.

The most asked question put to me is what is a President?

I believe the General Community have worked well with

What do they do? And could they become one?

the Presidents and community representatives. They

Let me try to explain.

have improved the outlook of the resort where they have
control. There is a new security company in place with

Each community will have an elected representative, in
most cases that would be a President. They are elected
by members of that community, so in effect any owner
within that community could stand for election

many new innovations they want to implement, so the
future looks good. There are two first class doctors at
the medical centre, as well as many businesses, which
make it very hard to leave the resort and go outside.

it’s vital to have a good working relationship with them
on an on-going basis. This way everyone contributes.

The new resort signage.
I have always understood that what one person raves
about, another may not like. It’s impossible to please
everybody all the time. When we were asked to update
the resort signage, a very important issue was cost, but
our main criteria was ease of use. We hope you are

themselves. An election can be triggered by simply

finding it as useful as we all believed it would be.

challenging the existing representative. It could also be

That when you, the owner is having something delivered

done at their AGM, though more sensibly before it, in

by a supplier, you will be easier to find.

order for it to be voted on at that AGM.
A representative or a President would form their own
committee from that community. Community fees paid
by owners would go into a pot for that community and
spent on the upkeep or improvement of that community.
If at anytime owners are unhappy with the way their
communities are operated, they are free to put
themselves forward for election, that is the right of
each and every owner.
Delays to infrastructure projects.
Aside from running their own communities, Presidents
meet several times during the course of the year to
discuss the running and well being of the Club.

When there is new infrastructure going into the Club,
such as road building, although the GC may have
influenced its construction, they cannot determine

Do they live up to their billing, and do a good job?
There are some things I would like to see changed, such as
only allowing proxies to attend Presidents meetings that
are from their own community. In my opinion this avoids
cronyism. It also ensures fair and proper representation

when it is completed. That is down to the government.
We hope you understand that sometimes delays happen

And your visitors and guests will be able to navigate
their way around the Club with signage that will be so
much easier to read. Finally, the costs to do this were an
awful lot cheaper than producing a new and more
contemporary system.

and whilst a few people out there would like to blame
the General Community, it really is out of their hands.

at those meetings and avoids any potential vote rigging.
But yes, I think they do a great job.
So who are the General community?
The General Community in effect acts in a similar way
to a town council, they are responsible for maintenance,

La Manga Club has survived some tough times

gardening of the common areas, refuse collection,

considering how the world-wide economy has

roads, sewage, security, health, owners interests and

ebbed and flowed over the past 40 years.

communication to owners and visitors alike. They also

I believe we are in really great shape for the

work with Cartagena town hall and constantly meet

future, and can only see many wonderful years

with LMC SL. They’re involved with the infrastructure of

ahead for anyone who owns a property in this

the club and the well being of its owners.

truly amazing resort.

Things to do and places to go

at the start of 2016
Amapola, Asia
or Luigi’s for that
special day?

The Last Drop
Throughout the winter months, The Last Drop are having
a Pie Night and Curry Club every Tuesday and Wednesday
and the fabulous Jenna McNeill is hosting Karaoke every
Friday Night.

The First Drop
The First Drop will be re-opening on the 15th of March
with a new and improved menu and is looking forward to

La Manga Club SL are really pushing the boat out this

a great season in Bellaluz Village.

Valentines day, with set price menus at their top restaurants.
Asia are doing an amazing deal at €40 per person as are

Luigi’s and the Amapola are doing their’s for €55. Amazingly
these include all soft drinks, beers or house wines.
You can still book now if you call them on 968 33 1234
or visit their website at lamangaclub.com

Chango’s

Si Bar have an
action packed
season planned

Chango’s are pleased to announce they have a brand
new bar area, complete with HD TV’s welcoming diners
and customers just wanting to come in for a drink.
Their Coronarita Cocktails are becoming legendary so
be sure to visit Chango’s when you are visiting La
Manga Club for a Mexican taste sensation!

Starting with an Easter spectacular in March, they have
the return of the popular Abba tribute band and in the
summer they have booked a David Bowie look-a-like.
Also don’t forget their popular Sunday roasts every
weekend, well every Sunday anyway, so call 2239 to
make sure you don’t miss out.

El Arbol has
La Finca will be been replaced
serenading
by La Plaza
with Barrington

Flute’s golf days
are proving to be
hugely popular
Flute Lounge Bar are now approaching their third golf day,

La Finca Restaurant will be hosting a Valentines Night

following on from the success of their previous two.

Party with live entertainment featuring Barrington.
The next one will be at Hacienda del Alamo, on the 23rd

Their evening will be on the 13th of February. A Saturday.

of February. And as before there will be a free buffet on

And it will be a fixed 3 course meal. However, booking

their return.

is essential so call them on extension 2228 or 968 175 000
and ask for La Finca.

What was El Arbol is now La Plaza. January saw the

Flute will be open for half term this month from noon until
very late.

Out of interest, and not many people know but La Finca

complete rebranding of the supermarket. Everything in

restaurant was the original farmhouse that looked out

the store has been moved and much more fresh produce

From the 13th until the 21st so people can enjoy lunch in

over the hills that are now La Manga’s golf courses!

is now available to buy.

our sunny terrace and see where that takes them!

Property sales and hidden

Defects!

Do you fancy
playing bridge?

By Angel Morenilla, Partner MSB

The regulation of ‘Hidden Defects’ which may exist with

paid substantially less for it. A typical example is a

a second hand property, is incorporated in article 1.484

property with an illegal extension, or with a demolition

of the Spanish Civil Code, and it will apply when the

order on that extension.

property is not in the condition as stated by the seller.
The Civil Code says the seller must take responsibility
for any hidden defects which may appear after the sale

4) The action must be exercised within the legal period
of six months from the completion of the acquisition.
My father told me that if you can play bridge and golf,
The Courts have now decided, that ‘hidden de-

you will always have friends, wherever you go in the

fects’ are determined as the following -

world. How right he was. Bridge and golf go together

would have not purchased, or would have certainly

The sale of a property that was affected by extraordinary

rather like a ‘horse and carriage.’ We hear a lot about

paid less for it.

community levies due to building works, approved in

golf at the Club, so what about bridge?

AGM’s held prior to the completion of the sales contract.

The LMC Bridge Club operates throughout the year,

of their property, in the event that it’s unfit for purpose,
or if its use is diminished to an extent that the buyer

For a hidden defect to be considered as such, and according to the definition given by recent cases of law,
the following must apply.

Water leaks in a house that had subsequently led to

starting in early September and going on well into the

damp issues. Given the pipes were not visible and such

summer. We currently have over 80 members and play

defects could be seen only after the buyer took possession.

in the Owners' Clubhouse, where we have our own

1) The defect must be hidden. It should not be apparent
or in-sight.

bespoke noticeboard, next to Ladies Golf.
Sale of a house where beams were built with unsuitable
or defective materials.

Bridge is played 3 times each week - Monday mornings,
Wednesday evenings, and Friday afternoons.

In these type of claims, it is of vital importance for the
buyer to prove the hidden defects, as this is their responsibility. Therefore to ensure the success of any action, it’s essential to gather all evidence that allows a

We cater for everyone from beginners through to the
more experienced players, with each session having a
particular focus.

solicitor to prove not only the existence of the defect,

Mondays is a friendly roll up, whilst both Fridays and

but also the requirements listed above.

Wednesdays are more competitive. Wednesday

If the above are complied with, the buyer may
then choose between -

evenings attracts the more experienced players, some of
whom speak in tongues (otherwise known as bidding
conventions) whilst others prefer to keep it simple!

However, the hidden nature of the defect does not apply

The withdrawal of the contract, requesting a full

in cases in which, despite not being in plain sight, the

refund of the purchase price paid, plus costs incurred

buyer should have known because of their profession.

and possible compensation if the vendor knew of the
existence of the said defects.

This would occur, as an example if the buyer was an Architect, and therefore should have known. (and so on)

Or a proportional reduction of the price paid, depending
on the importance of the defects to the property.

On Wednesdays we play for money and entry is 1euro,
but on Fridays we just play for bragging rights.
This February we have started bridge lessons for
beginners at 10am on Monday mornings. We are
lucky enough to number amongst our members, two

Similarly, existing problems can not be considered as hid-

experienced and qualified bridge teachers, Clair and

den defects if the buyer has actual knowledge of them. If

Anne Sexton. In true LMC fashion they have volunteered

that were the case, they would have had the opportunity

their services. This is a huge opportunity to learn this

to negotiate a purchase price that suited them.

amazing game.

2) The defect must have existed prior to the sale. It must

Bridge is a game for all ages, even octogenarians! It can

have existed at the time of the signing of the contract.

be played in all weathers, and at any time of day. It doesn't

Even if it comes to light after completion of the pur-

require you to be physically fit as it’s not energetic, and

chase. Hence the purchaser must prove not only the ex-

by exercising your brain, can help keep Alzheimers at bay.

istence of the defect, but also the fact that it existed at

You can be a fully paid up member of the Bridge Club

the time of completion (and not at a later date). Other-

for just 5 euros a year. This must be the best value in-

wise the seller will not be responsible.

vestment anywhere on the Club. New members are

3) The defect must require a serious degree of rele-

always welcome.

vance, as it will only be considered relevant if it causes

So if you are a lapsed bridge player, or someone who has

the property to become useless in part, or all off its use.

never tried but would like to give the game a go, please

Or devalue it to such an extent, that if the buyer have

come along. If you would like to know more contact me,

known they may not have purchased it, or would have

Jo Fish on ext 7603.

Danger may lurk in

your hedges!
Jo Fish, Environment

Owners’Matchplay
‘What a great week, - ‘I just love the new format,’ - ‘a
great success.’ These were just a few of the positive
comments at the end of Owners' Matchplay Championship
week. All of this was very heart-warming for the
organising group who prior to this year had seen numbers
dwindle since La Manga Club SL had given up on its
organisation. So it was extremely cheering to see the entries
rise to the levels that under the previous format would have
required a qualifying competition.

Last summer in the Club the mosquitos seemed worse

Mosquitos, like most insects are attracted to light, so

We copied the World Matchplay Tournament and

than ever. Apparently we are sandwiched between two

keep your windows

introduced a round robin qualifying element, which when

and doors shut at night, and use mosquito netting

coupled with either the knock-out phase or the plate, indi-

screens. Once they are inside the house, there are

vidual Stableford gave all entrants a guaranteed four

mozzie hotspots, where there are particularly high populations, the village of Portman and Calblanque beach.
As if this were not bad enough, last summer saw an explosion in the local population of a relatively new mosquito to our area, the Tiger Mosquito.

plenty of sprays and other products on the market for

rounds of golf. This ensured value especially for those owners

you to choose from.

who have to travel from the north to play. It also added a
social dimension as the round robin groups enjoyed each

However, it will not be much use if you are taking all
This little pest is smaller than its better known cousin,
is active during the day rather than just at dawn and
dusk and doesn’t emit that give-away ear, piercing
shriek telling you of her whereabouts.
And yes it is a she, because it’s only the female mosquitos that bite! So what can we do?
To answer this question, we need know a little of the
life cycle of the mosquito. Mosquitos lay their eggs in

these sensible precautions whilst your neighbour is providing the mosquitos with first class breeding habitats.
So please be a good neighbour, and this summer, take
action and make sure that your property does not become a mosquito nursery.

other's company for three rounds as they were played in fours.
The sun shone, especially for Finals Day, and the wind
stayed away. Those who came from the UK got relief from
the cold and wet. Matchplay brings a different
dimension to the game, witness the Ryder Cup. There is
something new when faced with an opponent and the

HoleinOneClub
by Bridgette Field

course. Just ask those Americans who have come up
against the bulging eyes of Ian Poulter. It speaks highly of
the 16 men and 8 ladies who made it through to the

water. they don't need very much. They prefer still

knock-out stage. Friday saw the semi-finals with Jill Peters

water, and a nice warm spot. It doesn't take long for

going through to meet Linda Rodda in the Ladies' Division 1

their larvae to hatch into adults, just a few days. They

final and Steve Pilz to meet Patrick Field in Men's Division

feed on blood! So the first thing that you need to do is

1. Likewise in Ladies' Division 2 Isa Krautschneider tri-

to ensure that your property is not providing the local

umphed to play Senga Skinner and in Men's Division 2

mosquito population with breeding grounds.

Andrew Fullerton-Batten won through to meet Vic Maloney.

No more saucers under your terrace pots. Get rid of that

So all was set for Sunday and in wonderful 20 degree sun-

ornamental pond, however much you like the tinkling of

shine the players never let us down. For the men playing

the fountain! Keep your swimming pool well chlori-

their sixth match in eight days and the ladies their fifth, it

nated all year. If you must leave your pool empty at any
time, ensure that it is kept dry and clean. Someone
must sweep away those leaves, and ensure that rain
water or air moisture is not allowed to collect in puddles at the bottom.

was not surprising if a little tiredness and that added presDid you know that an average golfer has a 1 in 12,500

sure of a final induced a few errors. However it was a re-

chance of getting a Hole in One? Whilst for tour profes-

ally enjoyable day for golfers and spectators. Jill and

sionals, the odds increase to 1 in 2,500.

Patrick took the honours in the first divisions and Isa and

Apart from a large bar bill, the amateur’s achievement

Andrew in the second. All that was left was for everyone to

often goes unrecorded, so a Hole in One Club for LMC

pack Bar 37 for the presentation of trophies and prizes by

Owners is being launched. Call me on 610 281 142 or

Gerald Turner of Blevins Franks, the main sponsor. Ian Hunt

e-mail bridgette.field@comunidadgenerallmc.com and

who incidentally had won the Men's Plate with 41 individual

send your (LMC courses only) hole in one story. If your

Stableford points off a playing handicap of 4 presented

special moment has passed and wasn’t captured, I will

Caroline Douglass with a bouquet for her sterling

arrange a photograph with a short article.

organisational work during the week. Christine Urry won
the Ladies’ Plate.

Here’s our first! Colin Martin on the 17th hole, par 3,
South Course, Saturday 19th September 2015.

Now we move on to the Summer Tournament over the second weekend in April, but those who took part in this

Colin said (tongue in cheek), ‘Well apart from being a

ground breaking Matchplay Championship will surely be

magnificent, skilled and superbly judged shot there is

looking forward already to next year's event.

not much I can say!’ He used a 7 iron over a distance
of 163 metres with a strong following wind. Colin was
playing in a Stapleford competition with the GOMOS
Group (Grumpy Old Men On Saturdays). ‘Regretfully,
Mosquitos live in hedges, so your gardeners should
spray those around your property regularly, throughout
the summer, every 3 weeks or so, and always when
there is any evidence of a problem.

we didn’t see the ball go into the hole as none of us, including Paul Lowery and Philip Don my playing partners,
had been to Specsavers!’
This is Colin’s third Hole in One. So congratulations!

